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Abstract. A highresolution,regional,non-linear,barotropic 20øS to liøN and 111øE to 142øE. The domain is covered
oceanmodel (2D POM) was usedto showthat a pressure by 250 x 250 grid cells at approximately 10km resolution.
difference between the Pacific and Indian
Ocean does not
The domain includesland grid points (islands,continents,
significantly influence the total transport of the Indonesian etc.). The time stepis equalto 14 seconds.
Three open ports are considered to simulate the Min-

throughflow.
There is a persistent pressure difference between the Pacific and Indian Ocean. Based on a channel flow analogy,

danaoCurrent (MC) inflow,the North EquatorialCountercurrent (NECC) outflow,and the Indian Ocean (IO) outflow; see Table 1. The location of the port at the western

Wyrtki [1961,1987]suggested
that this pressuredifference boundary does not correspondto observed current patterns.
is a dominant factor determining the total transport of the
Indonesian throughflow. This conclusion was founded on
the assumption that, for the channel's overall momentum
balance, the pressure head is essentially balanced by the frictional forces. This is true if the bottom topography is not
taken into account. In the presenceof bottom topography
the resultant horizontal component of the pressure forces

It was an ad hoc choice to minimize the impact of the formation of a computational western boundary layer at the
port, caused by a mismatch between specified velocities at
the open boundary and true velocities dynamically compatible with the interior. The location of this port influences

actingon the bottom (the bottom form stress)becomesan

which is of primary interest to us. For this study, we closed a
port near the equator at the eastern boundary, corresponding to the New Guinea Coastal Current, through which the
South Pacific water enters the domain. Subsequent experiments will include this eastern boundary port.
The bottom topography is incorporated from the ETOPO5

important factor. In principle, the bottom form stress can
essentially balance the corresponding pressure head which
is why the pressurehead may not strongly control the total
transport of the channel flow. Taking the Indonesian Seas'
complicated bottom topography into consideration, we hypothesize that the Pacific-Indian Ocean pressure difference
may not significantly influencethe total transport of the Indonesianthroughflow. The purposeof this note is to test the
hypothesisusing a high-resolution barotropic ocean model
centered

over the Indonesian

Seas area.

In such a model we

will essentially specify the total transport of the throughflow, Q. We will show, however, that there might exist
many steady-state regimes having practically the same Q,
but substantially different inter-ocean pressure differences,
/kP, implying a rather weak relation between Q and /kP

the circulation

in the Indian

does not influence

Ocean sector of our domain

the circulation

within

the Indonesian

but
Seas

bathymetric databaseusing a resolutionof 1/12 ø. Shallow
seas that
Java

feed into the Indonesian

Sea and the

eastern

Arafura

Seas areaSea-

the northern

are masked

since

they do not noticeably influence the total transport of the
Indonesian throughflow.

Basedon the POM equationswe calculateU and V (the
horizontal,depth-averaged
velocities)and r/(the seasurface
elevation)at eachgrid cell with subsequent
maskingat the

land cells. The normal and tangential velocities are set to
zero at the coasts and at the domain boundary outside the
open ports. Two types of experiments are performed. In the
[Burnett and Kamenkovich1998; 1999]. A regionalmodel experiment of type 1, the normal and tangential velocities
cannot reveal the dominant factors determining Q but it can
at the ports are prescribed. The total transports through
provide the estimate of the sensitivity of Q to/kP.
these ports are taken from model analyses and historical obWe will use the barotropic version of the Princeton Ocean

Model (2D versionof POM) from Blumbergand Melior
[1987].Figure 1 showsthe modeldomainfor the area from

servations[e.g. Miyama et al. 1995; Godfrey1996; Lukas
et al. 1996; Gordonand McClean1999]with the total inflow and outflow

balanced

to ensure mass conservation.

For

this study, transports were selected to model a boreal winter throughflow of 5Sv basedon the latest results by Gordon
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and McClean[1999]. The distributionof the normalveloc-
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ities across the ports is modeled by simple functions and
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Table 1. Prescribedtransportsthrough the three open ports.

Ports

Transports, Sv

North (MC inflow)

27.5

West(IO outflow)

5.0

East (NECC outflow)

22.5

HEAD

ON THE

INDONESIAN

SEAS

CIRCULATION

Table 2. Total transports(Sv) throughthree open ports and
sevenpassagesfor Experiment I (prescribednormal velocities)
and Experiment 2 (perturbed sea surfaceelevationsof +2.5ram
(A) and -2.5 mm (B)). Positivetransport valuesdenoteeither
eastward

or northward

flow.

Passage

Exp 1

Exp 2A

Exp 2B

West port
East port
North port

-5.00
-22.50
+27.50

-7.52
-20.89
+28.41

-2.49
-23.65
+26.15

Lombok

-1.14

-1.74

tangential velocities at the ports are set to zero. The model
was run for a year, sufficient to reach a steady state.
In the experiment of type 2 sea-surface elevations and
tangential velocities at the ports are prescribed. In experiments of type 2 some relaxation is applied within the outflow

Makassar

-1.91

-2.75

-1.06

Flores

+0.48

+0.60

+0.36

ports to suppressnumericalnoise[Martinsenand Engedahl
1987]. The resultsof both types of experimentsdid not

Halmahera

noticeably depend on the variation of prescribed tangential
velocities at the ports.
Direct wind forcing is not considered in these experiments. It is clear, however, that the specified transports
through the ports or the sea-surfaceelevations at the ports

-0.57

Ombai

-2.15

-3.29

-1.06

Timor

-1.40

-2.06

-0.71

Malucca

-3.59

-5.13

-2.06

+0.26

+0.04

+0.48

east ports), At/ = 6.0 mm. The numericalvaluesof 4- 2.5
mm are considered as parameters for these experiments.
Table 2 provides the transport values for the three open

ports and seven Indonesian Seas passages. Changing
more than two times in Experiment 2 caused from 3% to
are ultimately set up by the wind (both outsideand inside 7% variationsin the northern and easternports' transports,
the region).
Q N and Q E respectively. We can conclude that Q N and
Figure i shows a horizontal velocity pattern for ExperQE are practically not affected by substantial changes in
iment 1, typical for all subsequent experiments and com- At/. We see, however,that somediscrepanciesare inevitable
patible with the Gordonand Fine [1996]schematicfor the since we cannot expect total geostrophy at the mouth of

IndonesianSeas.The openport MindanaoCurrent (inflow)

theseports. The westernport's transport,IQwl, is the differencebetweenIQI and IQI. SinceIQw[ << IQI and
current (open port), the MakassarStrait, and the Malucca
IQl << IQl, IQl is not •n adequatemeasureof the inbranches and flows toward the North Equatorial Counter-

Sea. The Makassar Strait transport splits between the Lombok Strait and the Flores Sea, recombiningwith the Malucca

Sea flow. Once this combinedFlores/Malucca flow has

fluenceof Ar/. Thus, Table 2 showsthat the changein
did not practically influence the northern and eastern ports'

reachedthe Banda Sea, it recurvesthrough the Timor pas-

EXPERIMENT 1, THREE PORTS

sages(Ombai Strait to the north and Timor Passageto the
south). In the Indian Oceanall branchesof the Indonesian
throughflow merge and leave the area via the Indian Ocean
open port, as is prescribedby the configuration of the model.
To check our main hypothesis we performed a series of
experiments of type 2 with various relaxation parameters.
To specify the sea-surfaceelevation at the ports we took the

110'

115'

120'

125'

130'

135'

140'

..,

10'

10'

-5'

-5'

output of Experiment i and increased(decreased)it by a
constant value of 2.5 mm at the north and east ports and

decreased(increased)it by a constantvalueof 4.5 mm at
the western port. Based on geostrophy,we should not expect any substantial changesin the normal velocitiesat the

mouth of the ports in the corresponding
runs. [Note that
we are consideringthe external barotropic mode. We expect
that for a relevant baroclinic experiment, the corresponding

-10'

-10'

-15'

-15'

valuesof r• will be an orderof magnitudehigher.]The initial
sea-surfaceelevation is not changedbut the sea-surfaceelevation's boundary conditions are linearly ramped from zero
to the final value during approximately one month period.
Results from Experiment 2 produced qualitatively the
same horizontal velocity pattern as Figure 1. The interocean sea-surfaceelevation difference, /•r/, is calculated by
subtracting the sea surface elevation at the specified point
in the western port's mouth from the sea surface elevation
at the specified point in the northern port's mouth. For Ex-

-20'

-20'

110'

Figure

115'

1.

120'

125'

130'

135'

140'

Model domain centered over the Indonesian

Seas area with horizontal velocities from Experiment 1.

Co-

ordinates of the domain corners: South-West (20øS;118øE);
North-West (4øN; 111øE); North-East (11øN; 135øE); Southperiment1, At/- 11.1 mm; for Experiment2A (r/-increase East (13øS;142øE). Port locationsfor the Mindanao Current
of 2.5 mm at the north and eastports), At/-- 15.9 mm; and (MC), North Equatorial Countercurrent(NECC), and Indian
for Experiment2B (r/-decrease
of 2.5 mm at the north and Ocean(IO) are labeled.Land is shownin black.
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2. Depth-averagedhorizontalvelocities(m/s) and sea surfaceelevations(m) at the mouths of the west (Indian Ocean

outflow)and north (MindanaoCurrentinflow)portsfromExperimentI (squares)and 2 (2A - diamonds;2B - triangles).The port's
grid numbers are labeled along the horizontal axes. See further explanations in the text.
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transports but it did affect the transports through the straits
by altering the amount, but not the direction, of the flow.
Figure 2 showsthe normal velocitiesand sea surfaceelevations at the mouths of the north and west open ports
for Experiments 1 and 2. The changein/k•/does not affect
the northern and western open port's normal velocities no-
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Burnett, W. H., V. M. Kamenkovich, D. Jaffe, A. L. Gordon,
and G. L. Mellor, Dynamical balance in the Indonesian Seas

circulation.Geophys.•es. Letters (In Press),2000.

Blumberg, A. F., and G. L. Mellor, A description of a threedimensional coastal ocean circulation model, Coastal and Estuarine Sciences4, Three-Dimensional Coastal Ocean Models,
Amer. Geophys. Union, Washington D.C., 1-16, 1987.
ticeably.Overall,the graphs(not all givenhere)showthat Godfrey, J. S., The effect of the Indonesian throughflow on ocean
circulation and heat exchange with the atmosphere: A review,
variations in/kr/do not substantially affect the open port's
J. Geophys. Res., 101, 12,217-12,237, 1996.
normal velocities.
Gordon, A. L., and R. Fine, Pathways of water between the PaThe detailed momentum budget will be given elsewhere
cific and Indian Oceans in the Indonesian Seas, Nature, 379

[Burnettet al. 2000]. Here we stressonly that the increase
(decrease)in the pressuredifferencebetweenthe Pacificand

Indian Ocean ports is essentially balanced by the pressure

forcesactingon the bottom(the bottomformstress).Thus,

(6561), 146-149,1996.
Gordon, A. L., and J. L. McClean, Thermohaline stratification
of the Indonesian Seas: model and observations, $. Phys.
Oceanogr., 29, 198-216, 1999.
Lukas, R., T. Yamagata, and J.P. McCreary, Pacific low-latitude
western boundary currents and the Indonesian throughflow, $.
Geophys. Res., 101, 12,209-12,216, 1996.
Martinsen, E. A, and H. Engedahl, Implementation and testing
of a lateral boundary scheme as an open boundary condition
in a barotropic ocean model, Coastal Engineering, 11,603-627,

the bottom relief appears to be a very important factor.
Based on numerous experiments, only the most typical
are described here, we conclude that the inter-ocean seasurface elevation difference, /k•/, does not significantly influence the total transport of the Indonesian throughflow,
1987.
Q. Yet, the inter-ocean sea-surfaceelevation difference did
affect the transport through individual straits and passages Miyama, T., T. Awaji, K. Akitomo, and N. Imasato, Study of sea-

sonal transport variations in the Indonesian Seas, $. Geophys.
Res., 100, 20,517-20,541, 1995.
Wyrtki, K., Physical oceanography of the Southeast Asian waters,
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